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Official’s Name

Envr.
Voting
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS
Valerie Brown
C

Listens to
Citizens?
D

Paul Kelley

F

F

Mike Kerns

F

D+

Mike Reilly

A

A

Tim Smith

C+

D

CLOVERDALE CITY COUNCIL
Mary Ann Brigham
A

B

Bob Jehn

B

B+

Mike Nixon
Gail PardiniPlass
Gus Wolter

B
C
B

B
C
B

COTATI CITY COUNCIL
Harold Berkemeier
F
Pat Gilardi
C
Janet Kurvers
C+

F
C
C+

Lisa Moore

C

C

Janet Orchard

B

B

HEALDSBURG CITY COUCIL
Mark Gleason
D

D

Leah Gold
Jason Liles
Kent Mitchell

A
B
B

A
A
C+

Lisa Schaffner

D

C

PETALUMA CITY COUNCIL
Keith Canevaro
C
David Glass
A
Mike Harris
F
Mike Healy
C
Bryant Moynihan
F

C
A
D
C
F

Mike O’Brien

D

D

Clark Thompson

D

C+

Pamela Torliatt

A

A

Ratings are for Summer 2003 – Summer 2004. All ratings are opinions of
SCCA, which is solely responsible for the contents of this report.
Supervisor duties compromised by lobbying contracts, support of Kenwood
resort was disappointing. OK on groundwater. Inaccessible to her constituents.
Actively solicits and supports policies that are destructive to the environment.
Contemptuous of environmentalists and grassroots organizing.
Will meet with environmentalists, but does not support our issues. Continues to
disappoint on support for Lafferty and Sonoma Mountain parks, despite creative
solutions.
The environmental leader on the Board of Supervisors. Available and receptive
to input from the environmental community. Holds local forums.
Strong on rail startup, but lacking on gravel mining and development issues. Not
always open to citizen input.
Almost always on the right side of environmental issues. Not as available for
citizen input as she used to be.
Shows concern for some environmental issues, but is too supportive of the gravel
mining in the Russian River. Good on rail startup, open to public input.
Shows interest in some environmental initiatives. Is a good listener.
Not very conscious of environmental issue, but showing improvement.
Leans towards proenvironmental positions, but often sides with development
interests. Is approachable and will listen to environmentalists.
Generally prodevelopment. Not open to or respectful of citizen input.
Generally good on development related issues.
These four council
members previously
Good record on environmental issues. Good record of
had higher grades; the
listening to citizen input.
Generally good environmental voting. Open to citizen current grades reflect
their moving forward
input, somewhat timid on environmental leadership.
with the Lowe’s
Overall a solid vote for the environment. Listens to
superstore, and failure
citizen input.
to adopt a CIR process
Illinformed on environmental issues. Shows lack of interest in citizen
communication.
Solid environmental voting record. Open and responsive to citizen input.
Good environmental voting record. Exhibits genuine interest in citizen input.
Generally on the side of environmental issues. Creates distance with citizens by
abstaining on too many votes.
Typically opposes environmental positions. Will listen, but is not responsive to
citizen input.
On leave from council for service in Marines, may return.
A proven environmental voting record. Listens to and encourages citizen input.
Another antienvironmentalist. Not responsive to environmental input.
Plays both sides, occasionally an environmental vote. Good on Lafferty.
Has shown little respect for any side, and is frequently hostile to public. He has
realized he has no constituency.
Reliably votes against the environment on all key issues facing the city, notably
against opening Lafferty. Inaccessible to most citizens’s input.
A fairly consistent vote for poor environmental policies. Accessible to public,
but unresponsive to environmental interest. Lafferty flipflop is inexcusable.
Strong environmental leader who can always be counted on to vote the right way.
Always listens to and encourages citizen input.
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ROHNERT PARK CITY COUNCIL
Armando Flores
F
F
Jake Mackenzie

A

A

Greg Nordin

F

D

Vicki VidakMartinez

D

C

Amie Spradlin
F
SANTA ROSA CITY COUNCIL
Bob Blanchard
D
Jane Bender
C

C
B

Janet Condron

C

D+

Noreen Evans

A

A

Mike Martini

F

C

Steve Rabinowitsh

A

A

Sharon Wright

F

D

SEBASTOPOL CITY COUNCIL
Robert Anderson
D

F

D

Sarah Gurney
Linda Kelley

N/A
A

N/A
A

Craig Litwin

A

A

Larry Robinson

A

B+

Sam Spooner

A

B+

SONOMA CITY COUNCIL
Dick Ashford
B

B+

Joe Costello
A
Larry Barnett
A
Ken Brown
A
Doug McKesson
B
WINDSOR TOWN COUNCIL
Steve Allen
C
Debora Fudge
A

A
B
A
B

Lynn Morehouse

B

B

Sam Salmon
Steve Scott

A
C

A
B

C
A

A wholly owned subsidiary of development interests. Consistently ignores
citizens.
Displays guts, vision, and commitment for the environment. Listens
wholeheartedly to citizen input.
Frequently disregards the environment at the expense of his loyalty to
development interests. Does not listen to citizen input.
Often puts development interests as her top priority to the exclusion of any
environmental concerns. Has been particularly rude to public input.
Follows the lead of Armando Flores, and offers little input on any issue.
Has prioritized developer interests. Not particularly receptive to citizen input.
Has shown some genuine concern for some environmental issues. She is
responsive to some environmental input. She is visible in the community.
Usually sides with Chamber of Commerce, but occasionally can be persuaded to
consider environmental issues. Seems less than enthusiastic about her Council
service.
Takes the lead on many environmental issues. Goes the extra mile for citizens.
Current Democratic nominee for State Assembly.
Has worked to undue environmental standards. Development community has
undue influence over his decisions.
Works to build bridges on a non environmental council. He is caring and
approachable towards citizens. Took leadership role on Santa Rosa creek
restoration.
Does not show any concern for the environment, nor capacity in listening to
citizen input.
His vote may be affected by his own developer interests. Has resigned from
council.
Newly appointed to Council. Early indications are strong for the environment.
Takes a leadership position on all environmental issues while researching new
ideas. Listens and participates in discussions with constituents.
A dedicated environmentalist with a solid environmental vote. He is responsive
and respectful of citizen input.
Consistently votes the right way. Listens to and communicates well with
citizens.
Supports progressive, environmental issues. He actively solicits and responds
well to citizen input.
Generally good on environmental votes, positive on H20 conservation &
zerascape, disappointing on Lafferty support. He is very accessible to citizens.
Solid environmental record. He bases decisions on citizen input.
Proactive on environmental issues. He is responsive to citizen input.
A very strong environmental record. Listens well to citizen input.
A good vote on environmental issues. A good listener.
Opposes many environmental positions and is not receptive to citizen input.
Strong record of leadership on environmental issues. Reaches out to
constituents for ideas.
Generally supports environmental positions, but is inconsistent. Open to citizen
input.
Strong environmental voting record. Very open to citizen input.
He has a mixed record on environmental voting, but seems interested in
listening to citizens.
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